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Abstract
Process mining is a big data analytics technique
that supports business process management in an
evidence-based way. Nowadays, companies struggle to
build the required capabilities that lift process mining
beyond technical proof-of-concept implementations.
As research on process mining is largely limited
to algorithm design and project management
recommendations, current research does not understand
well how process mining and complementary resources
and capabilities can be aligned. By understanding
those interrelations, companies learn to leverage their
organizational potential during the execution of process
mining more effectively and efficiently. In this paper,
we address this research gap by using the design
science research approach to develop a process mining
alignment method. Our method supports companies
mapping their individual technical requirements of
process mining to their underlying organizational
resources. We evaluate our method through a series of
interviews with IT consultants.

1.

Introduction

Business process management has recently become
increasingly evidenced-based thanks to the availability
of ubiquitous event logs and corresponding process
mining (PM) tools and techniques [1]. PM represents
a specific kind of big data analytics (BDA) technique,
which addresses companies’ needs to continuously
rethink existing processes that tend to become obsolete
rapidly [2, 3, 4] and to reduce the tremendous efforts of
manual documentation, maintenance, and optimization.
In this way, PM contributes to a company’s ability
to flexibly change its organizational processes, which,
according to Kim et al. [5], “indicates its readiness to
undergo other radical reconfigurations”.
Even though the potentials of PM are well-supported
through various case studies [6], many companies
struggle on their journey of leveraging these potentials
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on an organizational scale. This underutilized potential
becomes even more critical when considering the
fast-growing amount of event-log data available but
also the increased pace of process change. Various
recommendations have been presented for organizing
PM projects [7, 8], but these largely have taken a
technical or operational perspective.
It has been
argued in strategic management research that a key
challenge is the bundling and strategic alignment of
the relevant resources [9, 10]. This implies that PM
can be hardly understood solely as a BDA technique,
and that organizations have to systematically develop
a dedicated BDA capability (BDAC). This BDAC in
turn forms the basis for the actual application of PM
in individual projects in an efficient and effective way.
The strategical alignment of the BDAC as well as the
associated application of PM on end-to-end processes
can then provide a sustainable competitive advantage
through improved processes [11, 12, 13, 14].
In this paper, we address the research gap
of how to strategically align a BDAC with PM
by designing an alignment method. Our method
supports companies mapping their individual technical
requirements of PM to their underlying organizational
resources. For this purpose, PM is decomposed into its
technical configuration dimensions. Subsequently, this
configuration dimensions are mapped to organizational
resources. This mapping then highlights what is
necessary for an effective and efficient application
of PM inside the organization. We conducted our
research following the inductive reasoning of design
science originated by Hevner et al. [15]. Our PM
alignment method was subject to build-and-evaluate
iterations. It was built on the step-by-step assessment
of PM application field, focal perspective, usage
types, online or offline implementation, and different
contexts. We evaluated our method based on a series
of semi-structured interviews with IT consultants and
the application of the empirical evaluation method of
Gioia [16].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section
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2 discusses the theoretical background focusing on the
origin and development of process-oriented BDAC and
PM configuration dimensions. Section 3 describes our
research design grounded in design science and the
complementing qualitative evaluation method. Section
4 reports the actual design of our PM alignment method.
Section 5 discusses the contributions and limitations
before Section 6 concludes.

2.

Research background

PM research so far largely focused on operational
project management and guidelines for conducting
concrete projects [8, 7]. Moreover, companies often
struggle to align their initial BPM activities with
strategic objectives [17]. We believe that part of the
problem is the fact that PM is too little understood as a
puzzle piece for developing organizational capabilities.
Therefore, we discuss PM as an enabling facet of a
process-oriented BDAC. To develop such a capability,
various resources and contextual factors have to be
taken into account. We examine how the underlying
resources and contextual factors in conjunction with
different configurations of PM shape and align a BDAC.

2.1.

Big data analytics capabilities and related
organizational resources

The term BDA is composed of two constituent parts
– BD and analytics. BD as a standalone term is
widely discussed in literature. There are numerous
definition approaches because its demarcation can be
ambiguous in different contexts. Nevertheless, the
prevailing definition is the categorization into various
Vs, also called dimensions, of BD. The most common
dimensions are volume, variety, and velocity [18, 19,
20]. This has been extended by the dimensions value
[21], veracity [10], variability [22], and visualization
[4, 20]. A vital fact to remark is, that if organizations
strive for unleashing the potential of BD, it needs to
be transferred into actionable output with the purpose
to drive decision making — that is what the second
component analytics is referring to [23, 10, 24].
Analytics manifests in various ways (e.g., data
mining, text mining, machine learning, or PM) but
always uses BD as the basis of its conduct [22]. This
implies that the dimensions of BD represent a collection
of characteristics for the data itself, analytics represents
the tools, techniques, and analytical procedures to
generate business value [10]. Thereby, the term BDA
is focused on describing the output side [25] but it omits
the explanation which inputs, in the form of resources,
are required to shape an organizational asset [10].
To understand the purpose of BDAC and its

connection to organizational resources, it is essential
to consider the theoretical background of its origin.
The resourced based view (RBV) [9] proposes an
approach to disclose why the determined alignment and
development of internal resources is the deciding factor
for above-average firm performance and competitive
advantage.
The core essence of this theory is
the development of resources towards a state where
they become valuable (enable an organization to
implement a value-creating strategy), rare (short in
supply), imperfectly imitable (cannot be replicated
by competitors), and non-substitutable (cannot be
substituted by rivals)[9, 26].
The RBV was later specified by [27] to the
extent that a distinction must be made between
resource-picking and capability-building.
While
resource-picking is about identifying and controlling
resources,
capability-building is focused on
orchestration and management of those resources
with the purpose to evolve a valuable strategic
asset [28, 27]. The difference between these two
perspectives is, according to Amit and Schoemaker
[29], the acquisition opportunity. While resources are
tradable and not firm-specific, capabilities represent
the opposite properties – a non-tradable and unique
construct in the form of a high-level routine, that
needs to be developed from within the organization
[29, 10, 30, 31]. More specific, a capability is the
result of the strategically aligned combination of
many resources with the assistance of the own internal
competence and knowledge [32, 33].
While resources can be easily replicated, a
“distinctively set of capabilities mobilized by a firm”
[3] is unique in its individual setting and can result
in sustained competitive advantage [34, 35].
In
order to shape a BDAC, the deciding factor is the
right compilation and orchestration of many different
detached resources that are available in the organization.
Those identified core resources form the basis of the
desirable BDAC. In this paper, three main domains of
BDA resources which have been widely used in both
literature and business context are utilized to describe
those necessary resources – tangible resources (data,
technology/infrastructure, and financing), intangible
resources (data-driven culture and data governance),
and human resources (data-specific technical skills and
managerial competencies) [34, 10, 32, 13].

2.2.

Process-oriented organizations

After generalized information about BDAC, this
paragraph shifts the focus to a more process-oriented
perspective to create the transition to the later elaborated
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PM. After organizations created a BDAC they must ask
themselves the upcoming question on which focus area
they want to align their BDAC towards. For example,
studies revealed that organizations from the media and
news industry focus their BDAC activities towards
“delivering tailored-made news and suggestions” [10],
whereas companies from the oil and gas industry tend
to concentrate more likely on “several applications
geared towards risk assessment and maintenance” [10].
Nevertheless, every form of BDAC alignment results
from a strategic decision and offers a certain type of
value-adding component to the organization. In the case
of process-orientation, the value-adding component is
reflected in the form of improved performance, process
efficiency, or process effectiveness [36, 2, 37].
Process-orientation indicates that an organization
focuses its BDAC efforts mostly on business processes
and their discovery, design, deployment, and execution
[38].
By discovering, analyzing, and optimizing
processes like that, organizations try to improve
transparency and remove non-value adding activities
more easily and therefore enhance profitability,
customer satisfaction, time-to-market, and product or
service quality [3, 38]. Nevertheless, Mikalef et al.
[10] are mentioning that a process-oriented BDAC “is
most likely to have significantly less impact on firm’s
competitive position compared to utilizing them to
detect new customer segments or come up with new
business models”, although results can be measured
more transparently and benefits are achieved in a
faster and more tangible way [5, 39]. This gets even
more important nowadays since “organizations no
longer compete on processes [itself] but the ability
to continually improve [them]” [38] to adapt to a
fast-changing environment [40].
In order to now provide the opportunity to establish
a connection from concrete organizational resources
to the technical application of PM, the next section
explains how to decompose PM in clearly designated
configuration dimensions and maps them to their
resource utilization.

2.3.

Process mining configuration dimension
setting

In the context of this paper, a PM configuration
dimension setting (hereafter called setting) can be
interpreted as a structure consisting of a set of five
PM configuration dimensions classified in different
categories. Based on [41] we defined those five
categories as field of application, perspective, usage
type, online vs. offline, and context. Adding to that,
the limitation needs to be considered that each setting

never holds two configuration dimensions out of the
same category since they are mutually exclusive. Each
configuration dimension in turn implies a different facet
of technical execution. Subsequently, each individual
setting determines how to set up and execute PM from a
technical, respectively algorithmic, point of view [41].
The category field of application holds the
configuration dimensions discovery, conformance,
and enhancement. Based on the underlying use case, it
can be specified to uncover entirely new process models
from an event-log (discovery), check discrepancies
or irregularities of procedural models, organizational
models or declarative process models (conformance)
[42, 41]. Additionally, it is possible to improve existing
process models by adding more detailed information to
unveil “bottlenecks, service levels, throughput times,
and frequencies” [41] (enhancement).
As the second category, the perspective takes into
account which process-specific aspect of the data is
analysed. In this respect, there is a classification
between resource-oriented and performance-oriented
as well as between specific and holistic [41]. As
a holistic and performance-oriented perspective, the
control flow focuses exclusively on the process activity
layout. The case perspective can be interpreted as
a specific and resource-oriented supplement to the
control-flow perspective. It adds concrete properties
to a case (e.g., the number of ordered products, the
costs, or the supplier name) [41]. By using timestamp
information from an event-log, the time perspective
helps to understand execution time, latency, and the
overall interrelation of activities to the chronological
context [43]. Lastly, the holistic and resource-oriented
organizational perspective examines the involvement of
actors (e.g., people, systems, roles, or business units)
[41] in conjunction to the actual process which can
result in “social network graphs, assignment rules, and
allocation constraints regarding which resources may
execute” [43].
The usage type represents the third category with
the intention to define the frequency and freedom of the
PM usage. All three configuration dimensions of this
category standard, repeated, and ad-hoc are classified
as illustrated in Figure 1 [41].
Another distinction can be made by looking at the
degree of case completion in the category online vs.
offline. Offline only considers terminated process cases,
respectively historical event data. On the contrary,
online implies that process cases are analyzed during
their execution to perform different kinds of analysis
for detection, prediction, or recommendation purposes
in real-time scenarios [41].
Finally, the category context defines the extent to
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Figure 1. Usage types of PM [41]

which the process analysis is enriched with additional
data from external origin. To highlight the importance,
consider the fact that processes are subject to certain
fluctuations due to daily, weekly, or seasonal patterns
like “office hours, lunch breaks[, public holidays,] and
weekends” [41] as well as factors attributable to the
economic, political, cultural or ecological environment.
Moreover, even different end-to-end processes inside
the same organization, like order-to-cash in conjunction
with procure-to-pay, influence each other because they
mutually compete for the same organizational resources
[44, 41]. With ascending complexity, there are the
contexts case, process, social, and external [41].
As one might suppose, companies are often
overwhelmed by the complexity of choosing the right
PM configuration dimension settings in regards to their
individual business problem — but even more difficult
is the subsequent selection and acquisition of underlying
BDA resources. Currently, companies are searching for
decision support to cope with this challenge.

3.

Research design

The research design described hereafter tries to
antagonize the outlined research gap by assisting
organizations with managing their PM-related activities
toward building up their process-oriented BDAC.
As an overall framework for the research design, we
use the design science research approach originated by
Hevner et al. [15] which manifests itself in the form of
an IT artifact, in this case, a PM alignment methodology,
that repeatedly traverses two cycles in parallel several
times until its completion — the behavioral science
and design science cycle. Whereas the behavioral
science cycle seeks for “development and justification
of theories that explain or predict phenomena related
to the identified business need[, the] [d]esign science
[cycle] addresses research through the building and

evaluation of artifacts designed to meet the identified
business need” [15]. The purpose of design science
is associated with pragmatism and follows the goal
to bridge science and practical action [45]. This is
necessary to successfully cope with the difficulty to later
implement the artifact in an organization and solve the
tackled problems in a sustainable way, so that both,
people who interact with the artifact as well as managers
who want to improve effectiveness and efficiency are
satisfied with the outcomes [46, 47].
The utilized design science research process includes
the six activities “problem identification and motivation,
definition of the objectives for the solution, design
and development, demonstration, evaluation, and
communication” [46]. The general design science
research process by Peffers et al. [46], together with
the actions we performed, is listed in Table 1. It
represents the blueprint for the practical application of
design science in this paper.
General step of
design science
process

Description of action

(1) Problem
identification and
motivation

Conduct
and
analyse
semi-structured expert interviews
with three-step procedure from
[16].
Derive the overall research goals
directly from the identified first
order problem space from step 1.
Develop
a
PM
alignment
methodology based on the goals
from step 2.
Pre-validate
the
developed
methodology
with
so
far
uninvolved persons in regards to
obvious errors and misleading
usability
by
applying
the
methodology.
Execute
a
comprehensive
evaluation
based
on
morphologically [48] justified
sample vignettes [49].
Publish the results to both
practitioners and researchers.

(2) Define
objectives of a
solution
(3) Design and
development

(4) Demonstration

(5) Evaluation

(6) Communication

Table 1. Steps from the design science research
process [46]

Nonetheless, a vital part to remark is the
identification of the problem space during its first
activity. The difficulty lies in the clear demarcation and
analysis of the problem space as well as the relevance
and novelty of the problem that is unresolved [15, 46].
In conjunction with this particular research approach,
the problem space has been identified and sharpened
through semi-structured expert interviews which in
turn have been structured and analyzed via a holistic
approach of Gioia et al. [50]. This approach has
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been chosen to improve the scientific significance and
precision of inductive research by aggregating the
statements and propositions of the interviewed sample
data via a three-step procedure [50].
At the first level, all statements of the interviewed
participants are collected unfiltered in their raw state and
tokenized to get stand-alone statements of the first order.
Duplicate statements with very similar meanings are
combined to prevent the data basis from becoming too
extensive. Hereinafter, the second level further increases
aggregation by sorting the tokenized statements from
the first level into general second-order themes. Special
care is taken to ensure that this aggregation is based
on the concepts presented in Section 2 and therefore
target-oriented to the desired goal of sharpening the
problem space. The final aggregation step breaks down
the general themes of the second level into precise
problem spaces (aggregated dimensions) which will
serve as a starting point of the definition of objectives
(second phase in Table 2) [16, 50].

4.
4.1.

Results
Problem identification and objectives

Before initiating the methodology creation process, it is
inevitable to sharpen the problem space derived from
the identified research gap that this methodology tries
to address. Hevner et al. [15] mention this as one of
the seven guidelines of design science by saying that an
IT artifact which solves a non-existent business problem
does not fulfill the requirements for being relevant in
design science research. In order to identify and refine
the specific problem space, this paper uses a qualitative
approach by [50] described in Section 3. The metadata
behind the conducted semi-structured expert interviews
with consultants from the data & analytics competency
of a Big-4 consultancy is listed in Table 2.
Rank

Focus sector

Professional
experience

Interview
length

Senior
Manager
Senior
Manager
Senior
Consultant
Senior
Consultant

Life Science,
Pharma
Automotive

12 years

75 mins

10 years

37 mins

Automotive

6 years

55 mins

Life Science,
Automotive

5 years

35 mins

Table 2. Metadata from expert interviews to
identify and analyse the problem space

The interviews themselves follow a developed strand
of action which is based on the literature presented
earlier. In support of that, all interviewed participants

were given a pre-prepared guideline in advance on
the basis of which the subsequent interview was then
executed. Overall, there were five general questions
about potential problems, challenges, and potentials of
the various configuration dimensions of PM. Important
to add, respondents were asked to refer directly as their
answers to the organizational BDA resources. To clarify
that, the purpose of this structure helps to later connect
the collected statements of the problem space to the
knowledge base with the goal to diminish the potential
rigor-relevance gap [51].
The outcome of the interview phase generated 47
first-order concepts which were then conflated into
five second-order themes.
The two second-order
themes existence and application of PM configuration
dimensions unclear and requirements management
during the PM life cycle badly organized resulted
in the first aggregated dimension scope and upfront
expectations unclear. Whereas the remaining three
second-order themes performing PM despite a lack
of resources, prejudice regarding PM tools and
methods, and restricted PM context due to management
complexity coalesced into the second aggregated
dimension missing link to a wider strategic management
perspective (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Identified problem spaces

This subsection closes with the fixation of qualitative
objectives as the second activity from the design science
research process (Table 1). The goals directly address
the previously identified problem spaces from Figure 2
and underpin them with concrete actions for the design
phase:
• Address first problem space scope and
upfront expectations unclear by means of a
target-oriented method of requirements analysis
for PM projects which offers a fast and easy to
handle usability. The approach to be developed
should be flexible and adaptable to almost
all existing PM constellations. Moreover, the
approach should be independent of particular
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vendors or tools in order to give the best possible
solution.
• Address second problem space missing link
to a wider strategic management perspective
by linking the discovered PM configuration
dimension settings to the organizational resource
perspective. Additionally, it should be possible
to identify which organizational resources are
needed and how to orchestrate them to gain a
process-oriented BDAC.

4.2.

Design and development

To cover up the previously defined objectives, a
structured and comprehensive methodology is created
– it represents the PM alignment methodology which
internalizes the result of this particular design science
approach. Overall, there have been two iteration cycles
which final result is elaborated hereafter. However,
before that, it is essential to impart the theoretical
reasoning behind the methodology. The intention of
the developed methodology is to bring PM, as a BDA
technique, together with the concept of BDAC by
indicating how it can support the alignment towards
process orientation. Therefore, the PM component
is directed towards two key positions as illustrated in
Figure 3.

technical skills are essential and need to be developed
or acquired inside the organization.
Following the ex-ante resource selection and
orchestration, the second key position of PM is getting
relevant (Number 2 in Figure 3) because so far, the
BDAC is only established but not aligned. What
is missing to achieve a value-generating alignment is
the actual application of PM in conjunction with the
selected BDA resources since no process is optimized
until this point of time [5, 32]. This is where PM comes
in again as an enabler because now organizations can use
the previously specified setting ex-post with its related
BDA resources to perform PM on their processes in
order to enable continuous optimization. Due to the
existence of the BDAC, they can accomplish this in a
more effective and efficient manner.
The developed methodology is implemented on the
basis of Microsoft Excel and is intended to be a
sequential approach, which is closely based on the
theoretical foundations. Overall, it consists of five
tabs related to the purpose to capture PM-specific
requirements as well as a summary tab which is intended
to give the final recommendation of what configuration
dimension setting is most suitable for a certain scenario
but also which BDA resources are needed for the
subsequent execution. For administrative use only, two
additional tabs are added to the Excel tool in order
to make the individual configurations for the resource
assessment, calculation weightings, KPI selection as
well as vendor characteristics.

Figure 3. Presumption of interrelations of the
designed PM alignment methodology (adapted from
[13, 10])

Firstly, it supports during the ex-ante selection and
orchestration of BDA resources needed for effective PM
execution (Number 1 in Figure 3). This is achieved
by a determined requirements analysis about the degree
of how important specific PM configuration dimensions
are for the organization. With this knowledge in mind,
it is possible to select the right organizational resources
as well as in which proportion they need to be weighted
(e.g., one specific PM configuration dimension setting
demands real-time availability with highly complex
event-log data). In this case, especially the BDA
resources infrastructure/technology and data-specific

Figure 4. Screenshot of the tab ’Field of application’
of the PM alignment methodology

The first five tabs are assigned directly to the
previously mentioned categories from Section 2.2,
namely field of application, perspective, usage type,
online vs. offline, and context, and collectively follow
the structure of Figure 4. The purpose of all five
tabs is to capture the requirements of the needed
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PM configuration dimension setting and the coherent
selection and orchestration of the BDA resources.
Section one in Figure 4 contains the scoping statements
area. For each PM configuration dimension of a
category (i ∈ M ), three statements are provided to
narrow down the needs of the user questioned. To
be more specific, the user can determine the level of
approval regarding the three statements above via a
seven-unit Likert scale (xi1 , xi2 , xi3 ). On the left side
of the scoping statement area is the scoring section.
This scoring functionality automatically calculates the
most suitable configuration dimension of a category
based on the selected value on the Likert scale and
transfers this into an ordinal order. For instance, Figure
4 suggests that discovery has the highest priority within
the category field of application with a score of 80.95%
in absolute (ai ) and 41.46% in relative (ri ) numbers.
Following the evaluation of the statements, the user can
press the Go to next step button (Number 3 in Figure 4)
to move to the next category until all five categories are
completed.
ai =

100  xi1 + xi2 + xi3 
∗
7
3
ri = P

100

i∈M

ai

∗ ai

(1)
(2)

As a result of the five previous steps, the summary tab
collects all information and displays it in an overview
(Figure 5). Recognizably itemized in the second row of
this screenshot is the final PM configuration dimension
setting – in this case, an example with discovery, time,
standard, offline, and external. This selected setting
is based on the maximum relative value from each
category tab (ri ). Furthermore, this tab offers the first
point of contact to an organizational perspective since
directly underneath the final configuration dimension
setting, the associated intensity of the required BDA
resources are outlined. To be more precise, concrete
values state to what extent a specific BDA resource is
required to perform the related setting (which can be
predefined and weighted in the setting tab).
The illustrated horizontal bar diagram in the middle
of Figure 5 indicates the relation of required BDA
resources for the whole setting. The percentage values
indicate in which relation a certain BDA resource is
needed in comparison to the other BDA resources (e.g.,
a high value of the intangible BDA resource data-driven
culture results from the suggested PM configuration
dimensions online and external).
By considering
this, the user gets an orientation of how to select
and orchestrate the resources in order to achieve the
best-possible PM execution. To be clear, the resulting

Figure 5. Screenshot of the tab ’Summary’ of the
PM alignment methodology

percentage weighting is characterized by considerable
uncertainty since a lot of contextual information of the
organization cannot be captured. When reminiscing
Figure 3, it becomes evident that this is related to the
first touch point from the theoretical concept behind this
methodology.
In addition, other implications can be derived
from the summary like an indication of the overall
complexity of the PM configuration dimension setting,
KPI suggestions, a vendor suggestion as well as a
plausibility check which is based on the morphological
analysis during the evaluation phase.

4.3.

Evaluation and demonstration

In order to evaluate the designed methodology, we use
three different vignettes to get the desired information
about how accurate the problem spaces are being
addressed [52, 49].
All developed vignettes are
based on conducted PM consulting projects and
therefore fit with typical scenarios associated with
large multinational companies that are aiming at the
optimization of entire (standard) end-to-end processes.
The vignettes assume that PM is the preferred technique
for problem-solving.
The basis for the vignette
development is a morphological analysis of possible
constellations of PM configuration dimension settings
since although every constellation is possible, not
all of them make sense for the practical application.
Figure 6 illustrates this procedure by using red dotted
lines for unfavorable settings (e.g., the organizational
perspective is not likely to be used as a standard usage
type or in the very limited case context) and grey solid
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lines for purposeful settings (e.g., it is well conceivable
to use the control-flow perspective in conjunction with
an ad-hoc usage type). A particular vignette manifests
itself as a short concise prose text that implicitly
contains one dedicated setting out of all previously
uncovered possible constellations.

Figure 6. Morphological analysis of likely/unlikely
vignette constellations

Overall, two design science iterations were
conducted.
Equivalent to that, every design and
development activity was followed by an evaluation.
Both iterations referred to the same three vignettes
constellations to get comparable results and examine
whether an improvement had occurred. All vignettes
were then sent to the same four experts who already
participated in sharpening the problem spaces together
with a related questionnaire, the PM alignment
methodology itself, and a short explanation about its
practical application. In this regard, the respondents had
to put themselves into a role and apply the methodology
practically on the basis of the vignettes. Usability,
functionality, completeness, consistency, and fit with
the organization were some of the evaluation criteria
suggested by [15] which were also adopted by this
questionnaire. The assumed benchmark was to reach
an overall consistency alignment between the intended
PM configuration dimension setting behind the vignette
and the actual results from the questionnaire of at least
80% (1. iteration: 74.94% / 2. iteration 81.64%). By
achieving the goal, the design science process was able
to proceed to its final step communication.

5.

Discussion, communication, and
limitations

When contemplating about the term BD or analytics
in general, processes are usually not instantaneously
associated since the focus is more on new product
development or exploring customer behavior [10, 2].
This neglect is also reflected in the literature, as there

is relatively little research on strategically considering
BDA (in particular its manifestation in the form of
PM) as a crucial enabler for competitive advantage by
leveraging data-driven process optimization approaches.
The results from the empirically conducted problem
space identification confirm those assumptions. The
majority of current research contributions measures the
impact of BDAC on firm performance [2, 3, 32] or on
competitive advantages but none investigates how to
evolve a (process-oriented) BDAC and sustain or adapt
it over a certain period of time [4, 13, 53]. Also, a vast
majority of the BDAC contributions concentrate on the
resource-picking aspect but neglect the linkage to clear
advice on which activities to follow and techniques to
use [10]. On the contrary, research in the field of PM
is dominated by its technical usage in terms of hands-on
topics like algorithms, operational project management,
or associated infrastructure [41, 43] but it disregards
referencing to organizational theories.
The design science approach presented in this paper
delivers two kinds of IS research contributions. On the
one hand, it discloses the connection between PM as
an analytics technique and the organizational concept of
process-oriented BDAC. It represents the first research
attempt of this kind to actively use PM as an enabler
to achieve strategical objectives with organizational
alignment. Thereby, it enriches the research in the
area of BPM capability alignment [54, 55] by focusing
more on its data-driven perspective. On the other hand,
it consequently transmits this theoretical construct into
a PM alignment methodology, which can be used in
real-world scenarios for executing this organizational
alignment towards process-orientation. To be more
precise, it advises on the PM requirements phase by
helping to capture the whole spectrum of possibilities
just to transform these findings into the demanded BDA
resources. In addition to the purely content-related
contributions, this paper supplements the design science
community by rigorously applying its seven guidelines
[15] on a different field of application than its popularly
used ones (e.g., maturity models or workflow/process
language development) [56, 57, 58].
Like any other research, this study is not without
limitations. In case of the problem identification, the
breaking down of second-order themes to an aggregated
problem dimension creates a loss of information and
sets limits to generalizability.
Nevertheless, this
was necessary to establish a clear link between the
statements of the interviewees and overarching problem
spaces. The vignettes applied during the evaluation
are of a broadly formulated nature without a focus
on company size, industry sector, or firm structure,
although this could have impacted the findings notably.
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Additionally, the settings are fictitious and relatively
sensitive to textualization.

6.

Conclusion

In this paper, we address the question of how BDAC
can be strategically aligned with PM. To this end, we
designed a PM alignment method that helps companies
mapping their individual technical requirements of PM
to associated organizational resources. We evaluated our
method using a series of interviews with IT consultants.
Our research is a first contribution in the domain of BDA
that discusses PM beyond technical and operational
questions of project management. In this way, it
provides a foundation for future research on the business
implications of PM.
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